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Banks’ $1.6T secret
Laundering dirty $$
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Citigroup last week was just the tip of the iceberg — expect more major banks to be
raked over the coals by regulators for lax controls in the hot $1.6 trillion money-
laundering world, a top financial expert told The Post.

The Federal Reserve, Citi’s regulator, slapped the bank giant and the American
branch of its Mexican affiliate, Banamex USA, on Tuesday over cracks in its detection
processes for dirty money that’s laundered by criminals through the financial system.

But “Citibank is not alone,” international financial investigator L. Burke Files told The
Post. “I am sure we will see warnings to JPMorgan Chase, US Bancorp, TD Bank,
American Express, Bank of America and even HSBC before the year is out.

“They are not intentionally bad, they are just too big and remote from the risk,” said
Files, a money-laundering expert who travels the globe cracking down on, and
speaking about, multimillion-dollar fraud.

“Furthermore,” he added, “they are under economic pressures to lower costs and
increase revenue, which means reducing staff and not upsetting the revenue cart.”

Compliance, meanwhile, is given short shrift in some quarters of the banking sector.

“Many of the banks will treat their compliance people like pariahs,” said Kieran Beer,
editor-in-chief at the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists’
MoneyLaundering.com. “The businesspeople will think they are just a nuisance,
getting in the way of making real money.”

Files says criminal gangs and financial fraudsters are gaming the banks. They know
the soft touch. “Mr. Bad Guy wants to move a few million — just a few million. What
does it take to buy or compromise a clerk making $60,000 per year to either subvert
the system or just let them know what the bank’s KYC (Know Your Client) or EDD
(enhanced due diligence) requirements might be? Once you have the bank’s
checklist, you can game the bank.”

Tuesday marked the second embarrassing and costly rap for Citi in less than a year.
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) hit Citi with a cease-and-desist
order last April. The OCC called on the bank to ramp up its anti-money laundering
controls.
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(In a separate case last December, HSBC was slapped in a record $1.92 billion deal
with regulators, settling claims it moved billions of dollars for countries like Iran and
empowered Mexican drug lords to transfer money illegally through the bank’s US
affiliates.)

This latest time, the Federal Reserve blasted Citigroup for ineffective internal controls
for overseeing suspicious money movements. And now it must embark on a program
to plug the leaks. Although no fines were issued in the latest case, the program could
cost Citi dearly — potentially hundreds of millions — through the hiring of more
compliance staff, using expensive consultants and lawyers, and implementing new
procedures to catch the money crooks, according to Beer.

Experts who spoke to The Post say money laundering in today’s high-tech financial
markets has gotten more sophisticated since the events of 9/11 heightened concerns
about terrorist and crime-fueled money transfers.

Six percent of cash flow in the US is the laundering of money, assuming the same
percentage of the US economy is riddled with fraud and theft, says Files. Spending
on anti-money laundering compliance will reach $5.8 billion this year, up from $5
billion in 2012, according to industry estimates. About $1.6 trillion is laundered
worldwide, the most recently available rough calculations by the International
Monetary Fund and United Nations indicate.
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